Science Institute Bedrossian is accepting applications for the Second Summer Camp for education of patients having cancer or any degenerative disease. Those who are willing general health improvement through detoxication are welcome, too. The Gerson Therapy will be applied at the camp on a personalized protocol. Included is a medical team, with guest-naturopath Anke Weber /Switzerland/, certified by the Gerson Institute, USA. Therapeutic helpers will also be at the camp. Such camp is a wonderful opportunity to effectively start the Gerson Therapy and to get professionally educated in it, as well.

If you have a disease, don’t wait for the camp to start the therapy. Take the first steps into it now.

Applications Deadline: April 30, 2015 at (+359) 879-596-132 or at office@scinbe.org and office@gersonbulgaria.com.
Anke Weber (naturopath) will be guest at the camp (http://www.gesundheitspraxis-weber.com). She is certified by Gerson Institute and currently consults patients in Germany and Switzerland.

Anke Weber practices additional methods, such as acupuncture, bioresonanse therapy and homeopathy. Anke Weber will consult each one of the patients at the camp for at least 1 hour every day. We would accept at most 5 patients with their 5 companions, because we will focus on personal health education and care for each one of the patients.

**Professional Chef**

Food will be prepared by professional chef and his assistant cook. They are both educated to cook without salt and fats. Patients’ companions will always have the chance to learn something new from them.

Patients’ companions will have the opportunity to participate in food preparation demonstrations for all the basic and advanced Gerson Therapy foods.

**Organic**

Food will be prepared with organic products from certified sources from the best bio farms in Bulgaria.

**Up to 13 Juices Daily**

Juices will be pressed and prepared on first class juicer /Norwalk Juicer Model 280/, with separate grinder and separate hydraulic press.

**Educational Materials**

After successful finishing of the camp, books and special DVDs will be given to camp participants.
Camp Location

Near the nature. Near fresh air. Where clear, non-chlorinated natural water is present. For cooking and enemas water will be cleaned by ourselves. The place will be a hotel near Sofia, Dragalevtzi District.

Accommodation in double rooms with separate beds: one for patients and the other for his/her companion. Separate bathrooms will be for each room. This is the model of Gerson clinics at Mexico and Hungary.

Duration

10 days, with 9 night stays. From July 1 till July 10, 2015

Price

3000 Euro with VAT incl. Price is valid for sign-up till April 30, 2015. Applications after that date would not be considered!

How to pay: 50% from the price till April 30, 2015 and the rest 50% from the price up to May 31, 2015.


What is included in the price

Night stays, Food (Organic and coffee for enemas), Medical supplies: enema buckets and kits, syringes; Medications: Organic flax seed oil, Organic Castor Oil, Potassium Salts, Lugol’s Iodine, Vitamin B3 /Niacin/, Pancreatin, Acidol Pepsin, Liver tablets, Crude Liver Injections, Ox Bile Powder, Chromium Picolinate.
What is not included in the price

Transportation. SCINBE would help participants with logistics and advice for transportation.

Porcine Thyroid Extract tablets. This supplement is not always available for purchase. Import from USA and South Africa for Europe was forbidden.

Camp’s Director

Head Asst. Hristo Petrov - Manager at “Pathology” Division at Science Institute Bedrossian.

For more questions: Phone: (+359) 879-596-132 or at e-mail: office@scinbe.org and office@gersonbulgaria.com.